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Part – A  

Write the answer to any three of the following eight questions :  14 × 3 = 42   

1. Explain the nature of Sociology of Family.  

2. Explain the origin of Sociology of Family.  

3. Explain the concept of Joint Family, Nuclear Family and Marriage.   

4. Discuss the theories regarding the origin of Family.  

5. Discuss the changes occurred in Indian Family.  

6. Discuss the aspects of Family structure.  

7. What is Divorce ? Describe its causes.  

8. What is Dowry system ? Describe its causes.  

 

Part – B 

9. Fill in the blanks : (any Four) 4  2 = 8 

 (1) Sociologist Blood has seen marriage as _______ relation between woman and man.  

  (caste, gender, personal) 
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 (2) The word _______ is used to express the atrocities on women in the family.  

  (Domestic violence, Religion, Education) 

 (3) According to Brifolt the starting family was _______. 

  (matriarchal, patriarchal, caste) 

 (4) _______ means the end of married life. 

  (Religion, Divorce, Caste) 

 (5) Sociology of Family is a _______ Science. 

  (Social, Economical, Religious) 

 (6) _______ is the motivator of the principles of family origin. 

  (MacIver, Dube and Desai, Plato and Aristotle)  

 (7) _______ gives definition of Joint Family.  

  (Iravati Karve, Taraben, I.P. Desai) 

 (8) The Garo family is also recognized as _______. 

  (matriarchal, patriarchal, caste)  

___________ 


